We outline criteria for fast and accurate acquisition of collinear FROG (CFROG) trace and how it can be transformed into the more traditional noncollinear FROG trace. The CFROG has an intrinsically simple geometry that provides greater versatility as well as the ability for built-in delay calibration and enhanced error-checking. The procedure, based on data processing, allows conventional SHG-FROG retrieval algorithms to be used. This technique is tested numerically and experimentally giving excellent results. This work represents an attractive alternative to the traditional, more complex non-collinear FROG technique while, at the same time, extending its use to experiments where collinear geometry is imposed.
Introduction
Frequency Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) is one of the most common and robust approaches to fully characterise an ultrashort pulse. It has been successfully used to characterise pulses from the UV to the near-infrared [1] with durations of only a few femtoseconds [2] . The FROG technique, can be implemented by exploiting several nonlinear effects such as: Polarization-Gate (PG-FROG), Self-Diffraction (SD-FROG), TransientGrating (TG-FROG) and Second-Harmonic-Generation (SHG-FROG) [1, 3] . Among all of them, SHG-FROG is the most popular because it can exploit the high second order nonlinear coefficient rather than the, generally weaker, third order nonlinearities. SHG-FROG is also, in general, the preferred method for sub-100fs pulse characterization as it introduces very little material dispersion before the non-linear process takes place. A SHG-FROG trace consists of a frequency-resolved SHG intensity autocorrelation that provides the necessary frequency and time information to reconstruct the original intensity and phase of the pulse. It has been shown that such collection of data, besides providing an improved noise immunity [4] , has built-in consistency checks via marginal analysis, that allows the detection of different sources of error. Consequently, SHG-FROG techniques offer a complete set of tools to ensure a robust retrieval within a widespread range of cases. Unfortunately, in general, all these approaches are limited for use within a noncollinear geometry (Fig. 1) .
Collinear geometry is often imposed in a number of cases where ultrashort pulse characterisation is required [5, 6] . For example, pulse optimisation at the sample plane of a nonlinear microscope [7] is required to minimise radiation and maximise the generated nonlinear signal on the biological sample, helping to prolong the specimen's lifetime. Here, a collinear geometry is imposed since the full numerical aperture (NA) of the objective lens has to be fully filled. Measuring an ultrashort pulse under collinear geometry has several difficulties and no general method has yet been reported. Interferometric autocorrelation (IA), which is a collinear technique, is highly sensitive to phase changes, and initial thoughts would assume it to be an excellent way of fully characterising an ultrashort pulse. However, problems exist that limit the use of IA. An example of such a problem is the way that different pulses can in fact produce very similar IA and SHG spectrum [8] . There have been several attempts to find a general method for ultrashort pulse measurement under collinear geometry but normally, a priori knowledge of the pulse is required [9] . An algorithm to retrieve an ultrashort pulse by measuring the interferogram and the IA has been utilised [10] but it has been shown to be susceptible to giving erroneous results under experimental conditions. A computer assisted spectrum-resolved SHG autocorrelator for monitoring phase characteristics was also proposed [11] . The IA has been used to measure the pulse width of sub-10-fs pulse passing through a microscope objective by assuming a Group Delay which is radiusdependent [12] . This technique however is not a direct pulse measurement and is susceptible to experimental errors that occur within both the characterization of the objective lens as well as the pulse measurement before the objective lens. Finally, an unbalanced third-order crosscorrelation has been used to fully characterize ultrashort pulses by using another algorithm (PICASO) [13] . Although PICASO is perhaps the most successful of all IA techniques described here it is however, as with all of the IA techniques, lacking the essential error checking ability that FROG possesses and as a consequence will always be susceptible to experimental error. Thus, several attempts have been performed to obtain a FROG trace using a collinear geometry [5, 6] by way of type II SHG signals. These techniques include the incorporation of λ/2 plates into one arm of the autocorrelator to cross polarize the beams so that the interferfeometric fringes are eliminated. This technique however, may be unappropriate when dealing with very short pulses (< 20 fs), as it adds extra dispersion by way of the λ/2 plates. More recently, this problem was solved by introducing a periscope for polarization rotation inside the autocorrelator [14] but at the expenses of adding complexity to the technique. In this paper we report a general process to convert an SHG-based collinear FROG (SHG-CFROG) trace into a conventional noncollinear SHG-FROG trace. This allows the use of well established algorithms while at the same time, eliminating the problems that the previous approaches had. This paper is organized as follows. In section two we present the analytical expression for the collinear detection. In section three, a pre-processing technique which properly retains the embedded SHG-FROG information is presented. A simulation tool is then used to test out analytical results and to help draw attention to some of the extended advantages that this technique has, such as built-in error checking and self-calibration of the axis. In section four, we present an experimental comparison of a fully-filtered SHG-CFROG trace with a classically obtained noncollinear SHG-FROG trace. Finally, in section five, we summarize our main conclusions.
Theory
The purpose of this section is to analytically show that the SHG-FROG trace is embedded into the SHG-CFROG trace. A general method is then outlined to unwrap the desired FROG information and used to demonstrate additional features of the collinear geometry approach.
We define the complex electric fields as where E(t) is the slowly-varying amplitude and f 0 is the optical carrier. The quadratic response of two pulses interacting in a nonlinear medium is given by
When using the noncollinear geometry, it is experimentally possible to retain only the information of the required cross-term, see Fig. 1 , given by:
The SHG-FROG trace is an intensity autocorrelation that has been frequency-resolved and sampled within a delay-frequency grid. Thus, its general expression as a function of the input pulse E(t), is obtained using Eq. (2) as [1, 3, 15] 2
This expression, however, does not apply for a collinear geometry. Thus, in order to obtain a general expression of the CFROG trace we need to substitute in Eq. (4) not the quadratic response of the noncollinear geometry, Eq. (3), but that of the collinear geometry, that is directly given by Eq. (2):
Its is clear from this expression that the CFROG trace resolves, in frequency, the whole quadratic response of the medium, given by Eq. (2). Fringes therefore appear due to diverse electric fields interfering with one another. By expanding the above expression it is possible to establish the relations between the FROG trace and the collinear approach. The collinear term, Eq. (2), can be grouped in three major terms: E 2 (t), which represents the pulse interacting with itself; E 2 (t-τ), which represents the delayed pulse interacting with itself; and E(t)E(t-τ), the cross term, which represents the pulse interacting with the delayed pulse. By Fourier analysis, Eq. (5) can be written as the addition of four terms occurring at different delay-frequencies: 
The two first terms in Eq. (6) correspond to the intensity resulting from the linear interference between the SHG of the pulse and the delayed one. In particular, the first term, corresponding to the SHG intensity of both the delayed and non-delayed pulses, is related with the inherent background in an IA. The second term contains the exact same background information but modulated by 2f 0 in the delay-frequencies and is the cross term of the interference between the two SHG pulses. The third term, modulated at f 0 is obtained from the interaction between the SHG field given by Eq. (3) and the SHG of the two individual pulses. Finally, the last term carries the SHG-FROG information. This last term is exactly the same as the measured under noncollinear conditions, and thus needs to be unwrapped for our purposes. The next section describes a technique to unwrap the SHG-FROG term from the other terms.
Simulation
The previous analysis shows that the noncollinear trace term is embedded within the collinear one. Within this section we show by using a simulation tool that it is possible to unwrap the noncollinear term. By carrying out this analysis we have verified the integrity of the procedure helping to show important properties associated with the collinear approach. Fig. 2 (c) the resulting CFROG trace with a delay sampling according to the Nyquist limit [16] . It is important to notice that to resolve the interferometric fringes the sampling must be at a delay step ∆τ N < 1/2f max = 1/4f 0 . Before going further, we have to realise that a CFROG trace is an IA that has been frequency-resolved. Therefore, by integrating the spectrogram shown in Fig. 2 (c) in frequency it is possible to recover the autocorrelation shown in Fig. 2(b) . This allows the characteristic 8:1 ratio of an IA to be verified during acquisition, providing a simple method to check the integrity of the measured trace in the laboratory. Additionally, the delay axis can be self calibrated by measuring the fringes. This enhances the detection of errors during the experimental measurement while, at the same time, helping add consistency to the acquired results.
To enable the unwrapping of the noncollinear FROG term we should notice that the second and third terms in Eq. (6) , are modulated at frequencies f 0 and 2f 0 . These two terms can be removed by low pass band Fourier filtering. Fast Fourier transforming (FFT) a CFROG trace assumes periodicity in the applied direction. This is a condition which is impractical to carry out when experimentally acquiring the trace. As a consequence, an error will be introduced in the form of modulation components in the frequency direction. By using a twodimentional Fourier Filter this error is greatly reduced. Figure 2 (d) reveals the twodimensional Fourier Transform of the SHG-CFROG trace. It can be seen from this figure that a relaxed cut-off frequency for filtering can be applied without major loss of information since the interferometric terms f 0 and 2f 0 are well separated from the DC. After filtering, the first term in Eq. (6) is the only non-desired term remaining in the CFROG trace. This term, the SHG spectrum, overlaps with the DC term. It can either be measured or averaged from several samples at the edges of the delay axis and subtracted from the trace. After all this process, the remaining DC term contains the same information as a noncollinear SHG-FROG trace and thus a normal retrieval algorithm can be employed. Figure 3(a) and (b) show the filtered CFROG trace and the numerically generated non-collinear FROG trace, respectively. An excellent agreement between both traces can be observed. This is confirmed with an RMS G-Error between the two traces being G = 2.7·10 -7 . Finally, the need of a two-dimensional filtering is highlighted by comparing this result with that obtained when using a onedimensional Fourier filtering. In this case, a much larger G-Error (G 1D ), is obtained, having a value of G 1D >10 This simulation has shown that it is possible to obtain SHG-FROG traces under collinear geometry for complex pulses. This allows for full pulse characterization for a broader range of cases hence, extending the usefulness of the FROG technique. This includes the possibility of characterising very short pulses (∆t < 20 fs) using a type I SHG phasematching. It should also be noted that when dealing with such short pulses, just a few points are required when sampling at the Nyquist limit and, as a consequence, it is possible to acquire the trace quickly. For example, obeying Nyquist, a Ti:Sap laser at 800nm will require a delay step of ∆τ N < 0.66 fs. For unchirped 10 fs pulses only about 80 data points are needed. However, for pulses that include a large number of optical cycles, i.e. 100-fs, over 800 data points would have to be acquired. This, therefore, generates a large and clumsy data set which is both difficult and time consuming to acquire and analyse.
The possibility to overcome the Nyquist limit will result in a faster measurement. To do this, we need to realize that we do not need to resolve the interferometric fringes as the algorithm only uses the DC term. If however undersampling is carried out both the acquisition and data processing time can be significantly reduced without major loss in accuracy. In what follows we will describe a methodology to carry out this undersampling.
We must first notice that the use of undersampling in the delay-frequency (or k-domain) causes frequencies above the Nyquist limit (B N ) to shift to lower frequencies [16] . For instance, a component k > B N , will be shifted to a new frequency given by:
where n is an integer and k' span = 1/∆τ is the total span of the k'-domain.
In order to measure an undersampled CFROG trace capable of successful filtering we consider two constraints. The first constraint is to choose an appropriate delay step (∆τ) to avoid frequency overlapping of the interferometric terms with the DC-FROG component. To achieve this, the shifted frequencies must be as far away as possible from the DC term (k'=0). From Eq. (9), it is possible to demonstrate that this optimal situation occurs when f 0 is shifted to ± k´s pan /3 and 2f 0 to m k´s pan /3. Given this, the optimum delay step is:
Even if the condition in Eq. (10) is satisfied, overlapping of the delay-spectral components can still occur for very large undersampling. To avoid this from happening, we need to ensure that the delay step in Eq. (10) is not too large, thus the following restriction needs to be imposed:
where τ IA is defined as the full width at 15% of the maximum of the IA trace. This condition is equivalent to using more that 10 samples within the trace envelope. For simple well behaved bell-shaped pulses, this condition has been proven to work fine without loss of accuracy. However, to retain high frequency components within more complex pulses, a larger number of sampling points may be required.
The second constraint is used to define a sufficient delay span τ span to give negligible error:
From Eq. (11-12) , we see that a minimum of 20 samples is required.
In summary, the use of Eq. (10) with the restriction in Eq. (11) ensures that the distribution of the interferometric terms are sufficiently far away from DC term. In addition, Eq. (12) helps define a sufficient delay span for an accurate acquisition. Thus, a flexible and robust undersampling criterion is proposed which allows for fast-CFROG acquisition.
Experimental comparison
To further test this technique, we compared two experimentally acquired traces. One trace was obtained as a conventional noncollinear FROG trace while the other one was obtained by filtering an undersampled CFROG trace. Both traces were obtained from the same laser source during a single experiment.
The pulses from a Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser with average power of 1.5 W, a wavelength of 800nm and a repetition rate of 76 MHz were focused into an SHG type I BBO crystal through an autocorrelator. The SHG signal was sent to a spectrograph and detected by a CCD linear array. This arrangement enabled us to obtain a SHG-FROG trace and SHG-CFROG trace under very similar conditions. The delay step of the CFROG trace was fixed at ∆τ = 1.76 fs, and it was estimated that τ IA ≈ 450 fs (thus τ span = 900 fs). We first collected the data under a collinear geometry. Figure 4 shows (a) the collinear measurement and (b) the two-dimensional Fourier Transform of it. Also, in Fig. 4(c) , we plot the IA obtained by integrating the CFROG trace showing that the characteristic 8:1 ratio can be checked even under undersampling conditions. We then proceeded to perform the background subtraction and Fourier filtering to the CFROG trace. The fully filtered CFROG trace can be seen in Fig. 5(a) . Without stopping the laser, we changed to a noncollinear geometry. The resulting FROG trace is shown in Fig.  5(b) . We demonstrated the effectiveness of this technique by comparing both traces and computing the G. For this reason, it was necessary to interpolate the FROG trace to obtain the same delay step of 1.76 fs. Excellent agreement is observed between the two traces ( Fig. 5) , where G = 3.1·10 -5 . To further check this result, time and frequency marginals for both traces have been calculated. Figure 6 shows a comparison of such marginals where again very good agreement is obtained. From the above figure, we can confirm that both traces are equivalent and that running the FROG retrieval algorithm with any of the traces shown in Fig. 5 , will retrieve the same pulses.
In order to investigate the effect of undersampling has upon the experimentally acquired CFROG trace, we proceeded to resample our CFROG trace in Fig. 4(a) to a lower number of points (N). Thus traces of N = 256, 128, 64, 32 and 16 samples were generated from the original (N = 512 sampled) trace. This is equivalent to increase the ∆τ 1 in powers of two for each case. Even for the highest sampling rate (N = 16), we obtained a relatively low error of G = 1.6·10 -3 . This sampling rate is below our sampling limit (Eq. (10-12) ), but as previously mentioned, for well-behaved pulses our criteria may be relaxed.
Conclusions
In this paper we have reported the application of a pre-processing technique that allows a SHG-FROG retrieval algorithm to be utilized from a trace that has been measured under collinear conditions. This allows for more flexible, easier and multipurpose experimental conditions that reduce the overall experimental constraints of the FROG technique while at the same time helping to broaden the number applications in which FROG measurements can be utilized, e.g., nonlinear microscopy pulse optimisation. The preprocessing technique based on a filtering and background subtraction procedure has been analytically justified. The robustness of our approach has been fully tested using both numerical simulations and experimental data. In both cases, excellent agreement has been observed between the filtered CFROG trace and the noncollinear FROG trace. In the case of an experimental trace, a GError of G ≤ 10 -5 was obtained. Furthermore, we have shown that, as the technique does not rely on resolving the interferometric fringes, it is possible to significantly reduce the acquisition time by undersampling the CFROG trace. A standard procedure is then presented to minimize the number of samples while ensuring little error is introduced into the trace.
We have focused upon SHG-FROG based measurements, but in a similar manner, this method can be extended to other FROG geometries. The result is a general method for full characterisation of ultrashort pulses under collinear conditions.
